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Abstract
Tuning curves characterizing the response selectivities of biological neurons often
exhibit large degrees of irregularity and diversity across neurons. Theoretical net-
work models that feature heterogeneous cell populations or random connectivity
also give rise to diverse tuning curves. However, a general framework for fitting
such models to experimentally measured tuning curves is lacking. We address this
problem by proposing to view mechanistic network models as generative mod-
els whose parameters can be optimized to fit the distribution of experimentally
measured tuning curves. A major obstacle for fitting such models is that their
likelihood function is not explicitly available or is highly intractable to compute.
Recent advances in machine learning provide ways for fitting generative models
without the need to evaluate the likelihood and its gradient. Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GAN) provide one such framework which has been successful
in traditional machine learning tasks. We apply this approach in two separate ex-
periments, showing how GANs can be used to fit commonly used mechanistic
models in theoretical neuroscience to datasets of measured tuning curves. This
fitting procedure avoids the computationally expensive step of inferring latent
variables, e.g., the biophysical parameters of individual cells or the particular
realization of the full synaptic connectivity matrix, and directly learns model pa-
rameters which characterize the statistics of connectivity or of single-cell proper-
ties. Another strength of this approach is that it fits the entire, joint distribution of
experimental tuning curves, instead of matching a few summary statistics picked
a priori by the user. More generally, this framework opens the door to fitting
theoretically motivated dynamical network models directly to simultaneously or
non-simultaneously recorded neural responses.
1 Introduction
Neural responses in many brain areas are tuned to external parameters such as stimulus- or
movement-related features. Tuning curves characterize the dependence of neural responses on such
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parameters, and are a key descriptive tool in neuroscience. Experimentally measured tuning curves
often exhibit a rich and bewildering diversity across neurons in the same brain area, which com-
plicates simple understanding [1]. This complexity has given rise to a tendency towards biased
selections of minorities of cells which exhibit pure selectivites, and have orderly and easily inter-
pretable tuning curves. As a result the biological richness and diversity of tuning curves in the full
neural population is often artificially reduced or ignored. On the theoretical side too, many network
models feature homogeneous populations of cells with the same cellular parameters and with regular
synaptic connectivity patterns. Neural tuning curves in such models will naturally be regular and
have identical shapes.
New theoretical advances, however, have highlighted the computational importance of diverse tun-
ing and mixed selectivity, as observed in biological systems [2, 3]. Furthermore, diversity and
heterogeneity can be produced in mechanistic network models which either include cell populations
with heterogeneous single-cell parameters (see e.g., [4]), or connectivity that is partly random and
irregular despite having regular statistical structure (see, e.g., [5, 6, 3, 7, 8, 9]). However, a general
effective methodology for fitting such models to experimental data, such as heterogeneous samples
of biological tuning curves is lacking.
A related central problem in neural data analysis is that of inferring functional and synaptic con-
nectivity from neural responses and correlations. A rich literature has addressed this problem
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. However, we see two shortcomings in previous approaches. First, most
methods are based on forward models that are primarily inspired by their ease of optimization and
fitting to data, rather than by theoretical or biological principles. Second, in the vast majority of
approaches, the outcome is the estimate of the particular connectivity matrix between the particular
subset of neurons sampled and simultaneously recorded in particular animals [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Post-hoc analyses may then be applied to characterize various statistical properties and regularities
of connectivity [11, 15]. The latter are what is truly of interest, as they generalize beyond the
particular recorded sample. Examples of such statistical regularities are the dependence of connec-
tion probability between neurons on their physical distance [16] or preferred stimulus features [17].
Another example is the degree to which neuron pairs tend to be connected bidirectionally beyond
chance [18]. A methodology for inferring or constraining such statistics directly from simultane-
ously or non-simultaneously recorded neural responses is lacking.
Here we propose a methodology that is able to fit theoretically motivated network models to (si-
multaneously or non-simultaneously) recorded neural responses, by directly optimizing parameters
characterizing the statistics of connectivity or of single-cell properties. Conceptually, we propose
to view network models with heterogeneity and random connectivity as generative models for the
observed neural data, e.g., a model that generates diverse tuning curves and hence implicitly mod-
els their (high-dimensional) statistical distribution. The generative model is determined by the set of
network parameters which specify the distribution of mechanistic circuit variables like synaptic con-
nectivity matrix or single-cell biophysical properties. In this picture, the particular realization of the
connectivity matrix or of biological properties of particular neurons are viewed as latent variables.
Traditional, likelihood-based approaches such as expectation maximization or related approaches
need to optimize or marginalize out (e.g., using variational or Monte Carlo sampling methods) such
latent variables conditioned on the particular observed data sample. Such high-dimensional opti-
mizations or integrations are computationally very expensive and often intractable.
Alternatively, one could fit theoretical circuit models by approaches similar to moment-matching,
or its Bayesian counterpart, Approximate Bayesian Computation [19, 20]. In such approaches,
one a priori comes up with a few summary statistics, perhaps motivated on theoretical grounds,
which characterize the data objects (e.g., tuning curves). Then one tunes (or in the Bayesian case,
samples) the model parameters (but not latent variables) so that the few selected summary statistics
are approximately matched between generated tuning curve samples and experimental ones [9]. This
approach will, however, generally be biased by the a priori choice of statistics to be fit. Furthermore,
when model parameters are more than a few (such that grid search becomes impractical), and the
chosen statistics are complex and possibly non-differentiable, the fitting procedure will become
impractical. By contrast, in the approach we propose here, the fitting of the high-dimensional data
distribution can in principle be done in a much more unbiased manner,1 and without the need to a
priori choose a few summary statistics.
1As long as the discriminator network (see Sec. 2.1) used in the adversarial training is sufficiently complex.
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A suite of new methods have recently been developed in machine learning for fitting implicit gen-
erative models [21, 22, 23], i.e., generative models for which a closed or tractable expression for
the likelihood or its gradient is not available. Here, we will use one of these methods, namely Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [22, 24, 25]. However, other approaches are worth noting,
including variational autoencoders [21, 26], and hierarchical and deep implicit models [23]. These
other methods are potentially as powerful in their application to neuroscience. Additionally, there is
recent progress in unifying these approaches [27, 28, 29] which may clarify future applications of
these techniques. This report is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the general GAN
framework, and the two circuit models adopted from the theoretical neuroscience literature that we
use in our experiments. In section 3, we present the results of our GAN-based training of these two
models. Finally, in sections 4 and 5 we discuss areas for improvement of our proposed methodology,
and other potential future applications of it.
2 Methods
2.1 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are a recently developed approach to fitting generative
models to unlabeled data, such as natural images [22, 30, 31]. The GAN approach is powerful
because it is applicable to models for which evaluating the likelihood or its gradient are intractable;
all that is required is a generative process that, given a random seed, generates a sample data object.
In particular, the GAN approach avoids the computationally costly step of inference that is required
in, e.g., the expectation maximization algorithm.
In a GAN there are two networks. The first network, the “generator”, implements the generative
model, and produces data samples. The generator is defined by a function G which generates a data
sample G(z) given some sample z from a fixed, standard distribution. The other network is the “dis-
criminator”, given by a function D acting on the data space, which is trained to distinguish between
the real data and the samples generated by G. The generator is trained to fool the discriminator.
When both D and G are differentiable functions, training can be done in a gradient-based way. If
the discriminator network is sufficiently powerful, the only way for the generator to fool it is to
effectively generate samples that effectively have the same distribution as that of the real data.
GANs are often difficult to optimize and many tricks and techniques have been developed to make
learning more robust. In this work we employ the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) approach which has
shown promise in overcoming some of the short-comings of generators learned in the traditional
GAN approach [24, 25]. We note, however, that traditional GAN’s could also be used for the types
of application we have in mind.2 The insight of the WGAN approach is to add a term to the discrim-
inator’s loss which penalizes too small or too large gradients with respect to the inputs, the effect of
which is to avoid the vanishing and exploding gradient problem which regular GANs suffer from.3
This approach is mathematically motivated by minimizing the Wasserstein distance (also known
an the earth mover’s distance) between the data distribution and the generative model’s distribution
[24]. The Wasserstein distance provides a measure of similarity between distributions which exploits
metric structure in the data space (by contrast, maximum likelihood fitting minimizes the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the data and model distributions, which is a purely information theoretic
measure, blind to metric structure in data space).
Denoting the data samples by x, with  a uniformly distributed random variable between 0 and 1,
the modified WGAN losses [25] for D and G are given by
LossD = 〈D(G(z))〉z − 〈D(x)〉x + λ〈
(‖∇D(x+ (1− )G(z))‖2 − 1)2〉z,x, (1)
LossG = −〈D(G(z))〉z, (2)
2In its original formulation, unlike in WGAN, the GAN training is equivalent to a zero-sum game with
a loss-function equal to the cross-entropy loss (a measure of classification error) for the discriminator. The
discriminator parameters are changed to minimize this loss while the generator parameters are changed to
maximize it, leading to a minimax or zero-sum game [30].
3In the WGAN approach, the D network is not necessarily a classifier, but we will nevertheless keep refer-
ring to it as the “discriminator”.
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respectively. The average over x denotes the empirical average over the training examples, while z
and  are averaged over their fixed, standard distributions. When necessary to make the dependence
of discriminator and generator functions on their learned parameters w and θ explicit, we denote
them by Dw and Gθ, respectively. A stochastic gradient descent algorithm on these loss functions is
shown in panel 1.
Input: data distribution Pr, the gradient penalty coefficient λ, the number of critic iterations per
generator iteration ncritic , the batch size m, Adam hyperparameters αcritic, αgenerator, β1, β2
and the initial critic w0 and generator θ0 parameters.
θ ← θ0;
w← w0;
while θ has not converged do
repeat
for i = 1, ...,m do
Sample real data x ∼ Pr, latent variable z ∼ p(z), a random number  ∼ U [0, 1].;
x˜← Gθ(z);
xˆ← x+ (1− )x˜;
Loss(i)D ← Dw(x˜)−Dw(x) + λ(‖∇xˆDw(xˆ)‖2 − 1)2;
end
w← Adam(∇w 1m
∑m
i=1 Loss
(i)
D ,w, αcritic, β1, β2);
until critic is updated ncritic times;
Sample a batch of latent variables (z(i))mi=1 ∼ p(z).;
θ ← Adam(−∇θ
(
1
m
∑m
i=1Dw(Gθ(z(i))) + PenaltyG
)
,θ, αgenerator, β1, β2);
end
Algorithm 1: Improved WGAN algorithm [25]. Most of the hyper-parameters are taken from [25]:
ncritic = 5, β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.9. We use αcritic = .001, αgenerator = .001,m = 30,PenaltyG = 0
for the feedforward model and αcritic = 0.02, αgenerator = 0.01,m = 15,PenaltyG = Eq. 15 for the
SSN.
2.2 Generative model examples from theoretical neuroscience
In this article, we consider two network models, developed in theoretical neuroscience, as basic
examples of generator networks, to illustrate the general GAN-based appraoch we are proposing
for fitting heterogeneous network models to experimental data. In both examples the experimental
data take the form of a collection of tuning curves for different neurons from some brain area (tun-
ing curve is the function describing the dependence of a neuron’s trial-averaged response on one or
several stimulus or behavioral parameters). But our proposed methodology, based on viewing such
models as implicit generative models, is more general and can (with small modifications) also be
applied to fit network models to data beyond tuning curves (time-series data from simultaneously
recorded neurons in different experimental conditions constitute another important example). Both
example networks considered here are scientifically grounded, previously published models of bio-
logical neural networks and neural response tunings. In particular, their parameters in principle cor-
respond to physiological and anatomical parameters of biological neural circuits. This is in contrast
to the usual case in the GAN literature where the structure of the generator (e.g., a deconvolutional
deep feedforward network, generating natural images) has no direct mechanistic interpretation.
In both examples, the random variability occurs in the network structure (connection strengths).
By contrast, the external inputs to the network’s neurons, which represent experimental stimuli or
conditions used in training data, range over a fixed set of possibilities in all random realizations of
the network. To avoid confusion, we will refer to the random variables (denoted by z as in Sec. 2.1)
determining the network structure as “random inputs”, and will refer to the neurons’ external inputs
as “stimuli”. We index stimuli ranging over the set of S possibilities used in training data by s ∈
{1, . . . , S}. Note that a trained network model can nevertheless be applied to stimuli other than
those it is trained on. Let G(s, z) denote the response of a selected neuron (chosen in advance) in
a specific realization of the network (determined by z) to stimulus s. Throughout we will use G(z)
to denote the S-dimensional vector (G(s, z))Ss=1. Thus G(z) is nothing but the discretized tuning
4
Parameter Description
σl Lower bound of receptive field size range
δσ Width of receptive field size range
J Scale of connection strengths
φl Lower bound of threshold range
δφ Width of threshold range
Table 1: The parameters of the feedforward model, which are fit to tuning curve data.
curve of the selected neuron, i.e., the set of its responses to each of several stimuli differing in one
or more stimulus parameters.
2.2.1 Feedforward Model
As our first example we take a feedforward model of primary motor cortex (M1) tuning curves
proposed by [9].4 This model was proposed by [9] as a plausible mechanism for generating the
significant complex nonlinear deviations of observed M1 tuning curves from the classical linear
model [32]. The authors fit that model to a collection of experimentally measured M1 tuning curves
by matching two specific statistics which were of interest for theoretical reasons. These tuning
curves describe the responses of a given neuron in 54 experimental conditions corresponding to the
monkey holding its hand, either in supination or pronation, in one location out of a 3× 3× 3 cubic
grid of spatial locations. In our (numerical) experiment we only used the pronation data, and we will
refer to the 27 conditions as “stimuli”, and denote them by s ∈ {1, . . . , 27}, while denoting the 3D
hand location in condition s by xs.
The model is a two-layer feedforward network, with an input layer, putatively corresponding to the
parietal reach area or to premotor cortex, and an output layer modeling M1 (see Fig. 1). The acti-
vations of the input layer neurons are determined by Gaussian receptive fields on three dimensional
space. Across the input layer, the Gaussian receptive fields are centered on a regular cubic grid that
extends three times beyond the 3 × 3 × 3 stimulus grid along each dimension. Whereas Lalazar et
al. used a network with 100 input-layer receptive fields along each axis, we reduced this number to
40 to allow faster computations; however, changing this resolution beyond 40 only weakly affects
the results. The receptive field widths were random across the input layer, and were sampled iid from
the uniform distribution on the range [σl, σl + δσ]. The feedforward connections from the input to
output layer are sparse, with a sparsity of 1%. In our implementation of this model, the strength of
the nonzero connections were sampled iid from the uniform distribution on the range [0, J ]. The
response of an output layer neuron is given by a rectified linear response function with a threshold.
In the original model of [9] the thresholds were chosen separately for each model neuron such that
the coding level of its response (defined as the fraction of stimuli to which a neuron responds with a
rate significantly different from zero) matched that of a randomly selected data neuron. In order to
have all structural variability in the model in a differentiable form, we instead sampled the threshold
uniformly and independently from the range [φl, φl + δφ]. We found that with this addition the
model was in fact able to match the distribution of neural coding levels in the dataset of [9].
The collection of random inputs, z, to the generator function for this model determine all input-layer
receptive field sizes, individual feedforward connection strengths, and all output-layer neural thresh-
olds for a particular network realization. The output of the network are responses for a single output
layer neuron to the 27 stimuli (since the network is feedforward, with independent connections, one
could equivalently sample several neurons from the output layer in each realization). The response
G(s) of this network given a stimulus s is calculated by
G(s; z) =
 403∑
i=1
Ji hi(s)− φ

+
(3)
4Reference [9] introduced their model in two versions, a basic one, and an “enhanced” version. We have
used their enhanced version, with small modifications which allow our approach to be used, as our first example.
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where
hi(s) =
1
Z
exp
(
− 1
2σ2i
‖xs − x¯i‖2
)
(4)
Ji = J zJi Mi (5)
φ = φl + z
φδφ, (6)
σi = σl + z
σ
i δσ, (7)
zφ, zJi , z
σ
i
iid∼ U [0, 1] (8)
where Z is a normalizing factor such that
∑
i hi(s) = 1, M = (Mi)
403
i=1 is the sparse binary mask
with sparsity 1%, and [u]+ = max(0, u) denotes rectification. The random inputs z to this model are
z = (zφ, (zσi )
403
i=1, (z
J
i )
403
i=1, (Mi)
403
i=1), and there are five trainable parameters θ = (σl, δσ, J, φl, δφ)
(listed in table 1). Crucially, since the network’s output,G(s; z), is differentiable with respect to each
of the trainable parameters, we can use the output gradient with respect to parameters to optimize
the latter using any variant of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm.
2.2.2 Recurrent Model
The second model we consider is a recurrent model of cortical circuitry, the Stabilized Supralin-
ear Network (SSN), which has found broad success in mechanistically explaining the contextual
and attentional modulations of neural responses, across multiple areas of sensory and association
cortex [33, 7, 34]. The SSN is a model of cortical circuitry (within a given cortical area), in
which neurons have a supralinear rectified power-law input/output function, f(u) = k[u]n+ (where
[u]+ = max(0, u), k > 0, and n > 1). We consider a topographically organized version of this
model, with a one-dimensional topographic map which could correspond, e.g., to the tonotopic
map of the primary auditory cortex (A1), or a one-dimensional reduction of the retinotopic map in
primary visual cortex (V1). The network is composed of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) neurons,
with one neuron of each type at each topographic spatial location. For N topographic locations, the
network thus contains 2N neurons. For a network with recurrent connectivity matrix W, the vector
of firing rates r is governed by the differential equation
T
dr
dt
= −r+ f (Wr+ I(s)) , f(u) ≡ (f(ui))2Ni=1 = (k[ui]n+)2Ni=1 (9)
where the diagonal matrixT = Diag
(
(τi)
2N
i=1
)
denotes the neural relaxation time constants, and I(s)
denotes the external or stimulus input in condition s ∈ {1, . . . , S}. Below, for an arbitrary neuron
i, we denote its type by α(i) ∈ {E, I} and its topographic location by xi. In our SSN example,
we let xi’s range from −4 to 4 on a regular grid. In the SSN example we consider here, we chose
to have all random structural variability occur in the connectivity matrix W. The standard random
variables of the GAN formalism, z, are thus those which determine a concrete realization of W,
and the learned model parameters θ are those governing the statistics of connectivity (see Eq. (11)
below).
For large N and with suitable choices of parameters, the SSN will generically reach a stable fixed
point [35]. This fixed point, which we denote by rˆ, represents the steady-state response of cortical
neurons to stimuli. The steady state response for an a priori selected neuron, i.e., a certain compo-
nent of rˆ, with index i∗, is the output of our SSN, viewed as a generative model in the GAN setting.
We setG(s, z) = rˆi∗ when the SSN stimulus is I(s) so that G(z) = (G(s, z))Ss=1 is the tuning curve
of neuron i∗, defined as the set of its steady-state responses in all stimulus conditions.
In our example, we simulated the fitting of an SSN model of V1 to datasets of stimulus size tuning
curves of V1 neurons [7]. We let the stimulus input to neuron i be
Ii(s) = Aσ
(
l−1(bs/2 + xi)
)
σ
(
l−1(bs/2− xi)
)
(10)
where σ(u) = (1 + exp(−u))−1 is the logistic function, A denotes the stimulus intensity, and
(bs)
S
s=1 are a set of stimulus sizes. Thus, in condition s, the stimulus targets a central band of width
bs centered on the middle of the topographic grid (see Fig. 1 bottom). The parameter l determines the
width of the smoothed edges of this banded stimulus. This stimulus is a simple and reduced model
6
Parameter Description
σab connection length scales
Jab lower bounds of connection strengths
δJab widths of connection strength distribution
Table 2: The parameters of the SSN to be estimated (a, b ∈ {E, I}).
of visual input to V1 for gratings of diameter b. The tuning curve G(z) is then the stimulus size
tuning curve of neuron i∗. In experiments, typically the grating stimulus used to measure a neuron’s
size tuning curve is centered on the neruon’s receptive field. To model this stimulus centering, we
let the selected neuron, the steady-state responses of which form G(z), be the neuron in the center
of the topographic grid, with xi∗ = 0.
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In many cortical areas the statistics of connectivity, such as connection probability and average
strength, depend on several factors, including the types of the pre- and post-synaptic neurons, the
physical distance between them, or the difference between their preferred stimulus features [16, 17].
A common statistical ensemble adopted in theoretical neuroscience posits a binary distribution for
the synaptic weight Wij : the random variable Wij is either zero or, with probability pij , equal
to a value Jα(i)α(j) The fixed non-random Jab’s set the strength and signs of existing connections
between neurons of different types. The connection probability pij can depend on the distance
between neurons i and j as well as on their types. In this ensemble, the Wij are, however, not
differentiable functions of parameters. We instead chose a statistical ensemble for W that made
the random variables, Wij , differentiable functions of learned model parameters. For simplicity, we
assumed that Wij’s are independent and of uniform distributions with mean and range that depend
on the pre- and post-synaptic types and fall off with the distance between the pre- and post-synaptic
neurons over characteristic length-scales. More precisely we chose this fall-off to be gaussian, and
set
Wij = (Jab + zij δJab) e
− (xi−xj)
2
2σ2
ab a = α(i), b = α(j) (11)
zij
iid∼ U [0, 1]. (12)
Thus 〈Wij〉 = J¯abe
− (xi−xj)
2
2σ2
ab where J¯ab = Jab + δ Jab/2, while Var[Wij ] = 112δJ
2
ab e
− (xi−xj)
2
σ2
ab .
Our connectivity ensemble (and hence our SSN generator) is thus characterized by 12 parameters
(enumerated in Table 2), namely the elements of three 2 × 2 matrices: the connection strength
parameters Jab, δJab, and characteristic length scales σab, where a, b ∈ {E, I}. All these pa-
rameters satisfy sign constraints: σab > 0, JaE , δJaE ≥ 0, and JaI , δJaI ≤ 0. The latter two
sets of constraints ensure that any realization of Wij satisfies Dale’s principle [36, 37]. To en-
force this constraint, the parameters we fit (those used to compute gradients) are the logarithm
of the positive-definite parameters listed here. To be explicit, the set of 12 learned parameters is
θ = (log |Jab|, log δ|Jab|, log σab)a,b∈{E,I}. Finally, a given realization of our SSN model is spec-
ified (through its connectivity matrix) by the values of the (2N)2 independent, standard uniform
random variables z = (zij)2Ni,j=1. To make the dependence of the connectivity matrix on z explicit,
we denote it by Wz below.
Given a dataset of tuning curves, we would like to find a set of parameters, θ, that produces a
matching model distribution of tuning curves. In this paper, as a proof of principle. we used sim-
ulated data, by using the same SSN model, with parameters θ0, to generate size tuning curves
used as the training set in the GAN training. During training, according to algorithm 1, every
time G(z) was evaluated, we simulated the SSN until convergence to a fixed point. The gradi-
ent ∇θGθ(z) = (∇θGθ(s, z))Ss=1, is obtained from the i∗ components of the fixed point gradi-
ents ∂rˆ/∂θ. The expression for the latter gradient can be derived from the fixed point equation,
5Note that in general, the tuning curves in random SSN’s also show variability across neurons as well as
across different realizations of the network for a fixed output neuron. Furthermore, when N is large, one
could have approximate ergodicity, in that the variability among the tuning curves of neurons with topographic
location xi ≈ 0 approximates variability across different z for neuron i∗. This ergodicity may in principle be
exploited for more efficient training and testing of the model.
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Figure 1: Structure of the feedforward (A) and recurrent SSN (B) models used in our experiments
as example generator networks.
rˆ = f
(
Wz rˆ+ I(s)
)
, using the implicit derivative formula, to yield
drˆ
dθ
= (1− ΦWz)−1Φ∂W
z
∂θ
rˆ, (13)
where Φ is the diagonal matrix of neural gains defined by Φ = Diag[f ′
(
Wz rˆ+ I(s)
)
].
Enforcing stability
During GAN training for fitting network parameters, the SSN may be pushed to parameter regions in
which the network is unstable for some realizations of the randomness inputs z. Since our framework
relies on convergence to a fixed point, and diverging rates are not biological anyway, we avoid the
diverging solution by “clipping” the input-output nonlinearity f(·) and redefining it to be
f(u) =

k(u)+
n if u ≤ V0
r0
(
1 + r1−r0r0 tanh
(
n r0r1−r0
u−V0
V0
))
if u > V0
(14)
where r0 = 200 Hz, V0 = (r0/k)
1
n , and r1 = 1000 Hz (this makes the nonliearity concave above the
200 Hz output level, and saturated at 1000 Hz). Note that as long as the generator (SSN) parameters
obtained by our fit have fixed points in which all rates are less than r0, the model is indistinguishable
from that in which the input-output nonlinearity were not modified. The modification Eq. (14)
can thus allow the SSN model to venture through unstable and biologically implausible parameter
regions during training and yet end up in regions with biologically plausible rates.
Even with the modified input-output relationship Eq. (14), however, the SSN may have a limit cycle
or a chaotic attractor. We therefore rejected the parameter points in which the SSN did not con-
verge in 10 seconds of simulated time. To encourage the avoidance of such problematic parameter
regions, as well as parameter regions that produce unrealistically large firing rates, we added the
differentiable penalty term
PenaltyG = 5000
2N∑
i=1
(ri − 150)+ (15)
to the loss function for the generator.
2.3 Discriminator networks
The most studied application of GANs is in producing highly structured, high-dimensional output
such as images, videos, and audio. In these applications it is beneficial to use highly complex
discriminators such as deep convolutional networks. It has also been noted that the discriminator
network should be sufficiently powerful so that it is capable of fully representing the data and model
distributions [30, 38, 39]. In our application, the outputs of the generator are comparatively lower
8
dimensional objects, with less complex distributions. Correspondingly we used relatively small
discriminator networks in order to speed up training time.6
For the discriminator network, D, we used dense feedforward neural networks with two hidden
layers of 128 rectified linear units each, and an output layer with a single linear readout unit. The
discriminator networks used in the M1 model and SSN model fits were the same, except for the
dimensionality of their input layers. Feedforward weights were initialized using the uniform distri-
bution between ±0.0096 and biases were initialized using a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and standard deviation 0.01. We do not use any kind of normalization or parameter regularization
other than the WGAN penalty term in equation 1. We also did not do a substantial search of hyper-
parameters for the discriminator networks and found that our default options nevertheless performed
quite well. This suggests that in our application, the WGAN is relatively insensitive to the detailed
structure of the discriminator as long as it is sufficiently complex.
3 Experiments
3.1 Complex M1 Tuning Curves
We fit the feedforward network model introduced in Sec. 2.2.1 using the GAN framework to trial-
averaged firing rate data from monkey M1 collected by [9] and available online. The data includes
neural responses for trials in which a monkey held its hand, in pronation or supinationm, in multiple
target locations, as described in Sec. 2.2.1. We only used the pronation conditions and pruned
the data to include only neurons (n = 293) which were measured in all 27 target locations in the
pronation condition. We further simplified the dataset by removing spatial scale information in the
positions of target locations, which varied slightly between experimental sessions.
Reference [9] fit their model by matching two specific scalar statistics (which were of interest for
theoretical reasons) characterizing tuning curves. We will instead adopt a more agnostic approach
and let the WGAN fit the full multi-dimensional tuning curve distribution. Moreover, in [9], the
model and data tuning curves were individually normalized so that their shape, but not their overall
rate scale, was fit to data. As described in Sec. 2.2.1, we instead included a scaling parameter,
J , for the feedforward connection strengths and found that with this addition the model, without
normalization, is actually able to account for the variability in average firing rate across neurons as
well.
The results of our fitting procedure are summarized in Fig. 2. We show the initial and final his-
tograms for four statistics characterizing the tuning curves: R2 of the linear fit to the tuning curve,
complexity score, firing rate (in all conditions), and coding level, i.e., the fraction of conditions with
rate significantly greater than zero (which we took to mean larger than 5 Hz). Ref. [9] defined the
complexity score of a tuning curve to be the standard deviation of the absolute response differences
between nearest neighbor locations on the 3× 3× 3 lattice of hand positions (the tuning curve was
first normalized so that its responses ranged from −1 to 1). The first two properties, R2 and com-
plexity score, are the two statistics used by [9] to fit their model; they provide two measures for the
degree of nonlinearity of the tuning curve.
We measured the mismatch between the model and data distributions using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) distance. Figure 2A shows the KS distance between the model and data distributions
for the chosen four properties throughout model training using stochastic gradient descent, with the
dashed line showing p < 0.05. The distribution of complexity (Fig. 2C) is very accurately cap-
tured. It is also notable that the trained model fits the distribution of firing rates and coding levels
(Fig. 2D-E) quite well: in the work of Ref. [9] the scale of rates was not fit at all (tuning curves were
individually normalized) and the fit of coding levels was enforced by hand, as described in Sec. 2.2.1
and below.
The relatively poorer performance in capturing R2 statistics (Fig. 2B), compared to the enhanced
model of [9], may be due to the more flexible way by which they fit individual neuron thresholds
(which we did not do). The fact that our distribution of neuron coding levels matches the data
6However, note that a D that is too simple can preclude the fitting of important aspects of the distribution.
For example a linear D used in the WGAN appraoch would result in a fit that matches only the average tuning
curve between model and data, and ignore tuning curve variability altogether.
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Figure 2: Summary of the feedforward model fit to the M1 tuning curve data of Ref. [9]. A:
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance during training between the data and model distributions,
shown in panels B-E, of four summary statistics characterizing the tuning curves. The dashed
line shows the KS distance corresponding to significance level P < 0.05 between samples of data
(n = 293) and simulated (n = 100) tuning curves. The insets show data and model tuning curves
at different points throughout training; the plotted tuning curves are the projections of the 3D tuning
curves along the preferred position (PP) vector which is obtained by a linear fit to the 3D tuning
curve (see [9]). B-E: histograms of four tuning curve statistics (R2, complexity score, rates, and
coding level) showing the data distribution (black), the initial model distribution (blue) and the final
model distribution after fitting (red). Vertical lines show the mean value of each histogram.
quite well suggests that the marginal variability in threshold was nevertheless learned properly by
our model. Thresholds in the original work were, however, not independently sampled but were
set after other random inputs, z, so as to match the response coding level of the model neuron to
that of a randomly sampled data neuron. Because of this approach, the distribution of thresholds in
[9]’s enhanced model was conditioned upon the other random model inputs, z. If these conditional
dependencies are important for fitting the R2 distribution, the simpler model we implement here is
not sufficiently expressive to capture the R2 distribution in the data.
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3.2 Stabilized Supralinear Network
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach in its application to complex, dynam-
ical models, we used the GAN framework to train the connectivity parameters of the SSN model
described in Sec. 2.2.2. We fit this model to simulated data: 1000 tuning curves generated from an
SSN with the connectivity parameters listed in table 3. This set of simulated tuning curves serves as
the empirical data distribution for this GAN fit. We fixed all other parameters of both the true and
trained SSN and their stimulus inputs as follows: N = 201, k = 0.01, n = 2.2, τE = 16 ms, τI = 2
ms, A = 20, l = 1/4, (bs)Ss=1 = (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6) (for testing purposes, after fitting, we generated
tuning curves from the trained SSN using a larger set of stimulus sizes b). To train the learned SSN,
we initialized the network parameters (σab, Jab, δJab)a,b∈{E,I} to 0.37 times the values of the true
parameter. This was done to assure that the SSN began training in a stable regime (see Sec. 4.2
below) and started with parameters that were sufficiently far away from the true parameters so as to
make the training non-trivial.
Parameter EE EI IE II
Jab 0.0957 .0638 .1197 .0479
δJab .7660 .5106 .9575 .3830
σab .6667 .2 1.333 .2
Table 3: The parameter values used for generating the trainig set tuning curves. The columns corre-
spond to different (a, b) possiblities.
To quantify the goodness-of-fit between the model and data distributions of tuning curves we com-
pare the distribution of four attributes or statistics characterizing the tuning curves: the suppression
index, preferred stimulus size, maximum firing rate, and peak width, defined as follows. The sup-
pression index for a neuron (or tuning curve) measures how much the response of that neuron is
suppressed below its peak level at large stimulus sizes. It is defined by
Suppression Index = 1− rˆ(max(b))
maxb(rˆ(b))
where rˆi∗(b) is the steady-state response of the neuron to the stimulus with size b. The maximum
firing rate is simply maxb rˆ(b), and the preferred size is arg maxb rˆ(b). Finally, the peak width is a
variant of the inverse participation ratio [40] that has the correct units, and limiting behavior, to be
interpreted as the width of the tuning curve peak, and is defined by
Peak Width =
∑
b
(
rˆ(b)∑
b′ rˆ(b
′)
)2−1 . (16)
Figures 3 B-E provide comparisons of the initial and final distributions of these tuning curve at-
tributes. As above, we measured the mismatch of these distributions under the trained and true SSN
using the KS distance. The KS distance for all distributions decreased during learning, indicating
that the fit of the model distributions to the data were in fact improving, and the final fit of all
distributions is very good (Figure 3A). 7
4 Possible issues
4.1 Optimization difficulties
As with any gradient based fit it is possible for a GAN or WGAN to become stuck in sub-optimal
local minima for the generator. Furthermore, it is an open question whether GAN training will
always converge [30, 41, 42]. As research in GANs and non-convex optimization advances this
7Note that the KS-test is very stringent: in the limit where the number of samples grows large even quite
similar distributions will be reported as significantly different under this measure, however KS distance alone
provides a convenient way to quantify improvement during training, even though the associated p-value may
be misleading.
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Figure 3: Summary of the recurrent SSN model fit to simulated V1 tuning curve data. A: KS distance
during training between the data and model distributions, shown in panels B-E, of four summary
statistics characterizing the tuning curves. The dashed line shows the KS distance corresponding to
significance level P < 0.05 between a sample of data (n = 400) and simulated (n = 300) tuning
curves. The insets show data and model tuning curves at different points throughout training. B-E:
histograms of four tuning curve statistics (suppression index, peak rate, preferred size, and peak
width) showing the data distribution (black), the initial model distribution (blue) and the final model
distribution after fitting (red). Vertical lines show the mean value of each histogram.
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issue will be improved. For now avoiding this pitfall will be a matter of the user judging the quality
of fit after the fit has converged. Starting the gradient descent with several different initial conditions
for θ (parameters of G) can also help, with some initializations leading to better final fits.
4.2 Dynamical stability in recurrent generative models
When the generator is a recurrent neural network (RNN) with its output based on a fixed point of the
RNN (as was the case in our SSN experiment), an important potential issue is lack of convergence
to a stable fixed point for some choices of recurrent network parameters. In the experiment with
SSN we initialized the generator network in such a way that it had a stable fixed point for almost all
realizations of z. For the SSN this would generically be the case when recurrent excitation (which
has destabilizing effects) is sufficiently weak. Hence initializations with small JEE and δJEE are
good choices. In addition, a relatively large SSN sizeN improves the stability issue because random
relative fluctuations in total incoming synaptic weights are small when the number of post-synaptic
neurons is large. Thus, when N is large, for a given choice of network parameters, θ, either the
network converges to a stable fixed point for almost all z, or almost never does. Finally, to avoid
entering parameter regions leading to instability during training, we used the tricks introduced at the
end of Sec. 2.2.2.
The issue of fixed point stability is reminiscent of the recurrent weight initialization problem in
learning of RNNs. In a non-back-propagation based paradigm called the Echo State Networks (ESN)
[43], the recurrent weights are configured in such a way that the network dynamics always settle in
a fixed point with any stationary input. Jaeger [43] showed that this can be achieved by tuning
the spectral radius of the recurrent weight matrix to be smaller than 1 for the tanh(x) nonlinearity.
This helps the network to continuously flush out the memory of old inputs and become ready to
store new incoming signals. Although the recurrent weights are not updated in the original ESN
formalism, Sutskever et al. [44] applied this idea also to the initialization of recurrent weights learned
using the back-propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm. Since an overly small spectral radius is
also problematic for the BPTT algorithm due to vanishing gradient [45], they found that choosing
the spectral radius to be just above instability (specifically, 1.1) achieves a good balance between
stability and speed of training. The spectral radius slightly less than 1 (0.95) also has been used [45].
Unlike those RNNs which learn general dynamics, we do not have the vanishing gradient problem in
our SSN example, because in that case the spectral radius is less than 1 with the gradient calculated
without BPTT, using Eq. (13). Thus, we are led to believe that starting learning from a very stable
dynamical regime, which is analogous to a small spectral radius, is useful in general when the output
of the generator is the fixed point of a dynamical system.
4.3 Unidentifiability of parameters
In fitting generative models it is possible for models with widely different parameters to result in
nearly identical output distributions. In our case, this corresponds to cases in which networks with
widely divergent connectivity or single-cell parameters nevertheless generate very similar tuning
curve distributions. In such cases it would not be possible to use our approach to make precise in-
ferences about network parameters (e.g., connectivity parameters) using tuning curve data. In the
case of our SSN experiment, for example, we trained the generative model using only tuning curves
with respect to stimulus size (measured at a few different sizes). In fact, there is no general reason
why a low-dimensional output of the network, such as size tuning curves, would provide sufficient
information for constraining all model parameters. Even in such cases, however, a richer dataset of
tuning curves can allow for further constraining of model parameters. Fortunately there is nothing
in our approach that would prevent one from using joint tuning curves with respect to several stim-
ulus parameters (e.g., joint tuning curves with respect to both stimulus size and stimulus intensity).
Generally, it should be the case that the more high-dimensional the tuning curves used in training,
i.e., the larger the number of stimulus parameters and conditions they span, the more identifiable the
network parameters. Thus with sufficiently rich datasets, our GAN-based method provides a promis-
ing way to infer biophysical networks parameters, such as those governing connectivity statistics.
Furthermore, our approach can in principle be used to design experiments, i.e., optimally choose the
stimulus conditions and quantities to be recorded, to maximize the identifiability of the parameters
of a given model.
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5 Conclusion
Developing theoretically grounded models that can capture the diversity and heterogeneity of neural
response selectivities is an important task in computational neuroscience. The ability to fit such
models directly to neural data, e.g., to datasets of heterogeneous tuning curves from some brain
area, can greatly facilitate this pursuit. However, the statistical fitting of biologically motivated
mechanistic models of brain circuitry to neural data, using likelihood-based approaches, is often
intractable. A practical solution used in the past has been to instead use models that are designed
primarily to have tractable likelihoods and to be easy to fit. The elements and parameters of such
models may not have mechanistic, biological interpretations.
Here, we demonstrated that Generative Adversarial Networks enable the fitting of theoretically
grounded models to the full distribution of neural data. Conceptually, we view mechanistic net-
work models with randomness in their structure or biophysical parameters as generative models for
diverse tuning curves. In Sec. 2 we reviewed the basic GAN setup and the WGAN algorithm, as
developed in the machine learning literature. We used this method to successfully fit two repre-
sentative example models from theoretical neuroscience to tuning curve data, demonstrating that
this technique is applicable to a wide range of network models including feedforward and recurrent
models of cortical networks. In Sec. 4, we reviewed some of the potential pitfalls of our approach
in an attempt to make the path clearer for other applications of this approach.
There are several directions in which the current work can be extended. For example, the method-
ology can be generalized such that it is able to handle cases of datasets with missing data; it is often
the case in experiments that not all neurons are recorded in all stimulus conditions. As another
extension, similar methodology can be used to fit mechanistic recurrent network models to simul-
taneously recorded neural activity, to capture, e.g., the distribution of noise correlations between
pairs of neurons in some cortical area. More generally, the potential for the application of newly
developed methods for fitting implicit generative models in neuroscience is broad.
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